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4.14 INDIRECT AND GROWTH-INDUCING IMPACTS
The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for Implementing the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) (Section 1508.8) defines indirect impacts as effects caused by an action that are later
in time or farther removed in distance, but are a reasonably foreseeable result of the action. Similarly, the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15358(2) defines indirect impacts as
those “which are caused by the project and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still
reasonably foreseeable. Indirect or secondary impacts may include growth-inducing effects and other
effects related to induced changed in the pattern of land use, population density, or growth rate, and
related impacts on air, water and other natural systems, including ecosystems.”
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(d) requires that an EIR evaluate the growth-inducing impacts of
proposed projects. Growth-inducing impacts are defined as impacts that foster economic or population
growth, or the construction of additional housing as a result of the implementation of the proposed
alternatives. Growth-inducing impacts are analyzed in this section since they are a distinct subset of
indirect impacts and if present, potentially affect several issue areas. Growth-inducement impacts can
result from direct effects, for example, if a project involved the construction of new housing. Indirect
growth inducement could also result, for example, if growth were stimulated by another activity, such as
employees relocating to Contra Costa County (County) to fulfill employment demands. The following
section assesses the potential for growth-inducing impacts as a result of each alternative, as well as
potential impacts stemming from mitigation proposed in this Final EIR. While every effort is made to
consider the scope and extent of growth-inducing impacts, certain topics are too speculative to merit
evaluation (CEQA Guidelines Section 15145). Such topics include the exact location of commercial and
residential growth (beyond what can be discerned by analyzing currently vacant lots), as well as the exact
number, size, or type of individual businesses that may be indirectly created or expanded as a result of the
Proposed Project.
SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Growth-inducement may constitute a significant impact if the growth is not consistent with, or
accommodated by, the land use and growth management plans for the affected area. Local land use plans
provide development patterns and growth policies designed to guide orderly development that is
supported by adequate urban public services, such as water supply, roadway infrastructure, sewer
services, and solid waste services. A project that might induce “disorderly” growth (i.e., conflict with the
local land use plans) has the potential to trigger further adverse environmental impacts and other public
services impacts. Other indirect impacts are considered significant if they exceed the thresholds
previously established for each area of concern, as described in Sections 4.2 through 4.13.
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4.14.1

GROWTH-INDUCING IMPACTS

To determine the impact of growth inducement, socioeconomic impacts with the potential to directly or
indirectly result in growth were evaluated within the context of the significance criteria discussed above.
Socioeconomic impacts are discussed in Section 4.7 and quantified in the economic and fiscal impacts
analysis included as Appendix T. Since socioeconomic impacts would be most pronounced in proximity
to the project site, the geographic scope of analysis encompasses all of Contra Costa County.
IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE A
4.14.1

Economic output and employment opportunities resulting from the implementation of
Alternative A would result in indirect growth-inducing impacts, including population
growth, new housing, and commercial growth. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
Population Growth
Implementation of Alternative A would result in one-time construction employment
opportunities and annual operational employment opportunities. These employment
opportunities would result from direct, as well as indirect and induced impacts. Construction
opportunities would be temporary and would not result in the permanent relocation of
employees. Operational employment opportunities would result in indirect growthinducement from employees that choose to relocate from outside of the County, which could
potentially result in additional housing and commercial demand. Section 4.7 identified that
the operation of Alternative A would result in 569 employment opportunities that are
expected to be filled by persons relocating from outside the County, who would demand
housing.
New Housing Units
Available/vacant housing in the 2012 County housing market is estimated to be 19,419 units
(Section 4.7), and could easily fulfill this demand. However, it is possible that some new
employees would choose to buy/construct new homes. Based on the large amount of
available/vacant housing in 2012, it is assumed that five percent of employees that relocate to
the County would elect to buy/construct new homes, resulting in the demand for 29 new
homes. It is assumed that the homes would be built as urban in-fill projects on existing,
appropriately zoned lots, because such lots already exist and costs would be lower than with
other development strategies.
Demand for new housing induced by Alternative A would be affected by all the other
housing development factors in the regional and national economies, including interest rates,
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personal income, and unemployment. For example, it is possible that a parcel, even if
seemingly ideal for a type of market demand, may be withheld by the owner for his or her
own reasons. The City of Richmond (City) may also choose to place or remove restrictions
on growth by changing zoning classifications if deemed to be in the best interests of the
community. The following factors would be expected to limit the areas where future housing
growth could occur: 1) availability of water and sewer services; 2) zoning; 3) proximity to
casino; and 4) access to services such as school systems, public services, health care, and
other quality of life factors. Based on these factors it is anticipated that new housing could be
located throughout the County, but would primarily be located within the City.
Commercial Growth
Commercial growth would likely result from the economic activity generated by Alternative
A. Under Alternative A, expenditures on goods and services associated with construction
and operational activities would generate economic output (direct output) for businesses in
the County, primarily in the construction, gaming, and entertainment industries. Businesses
in these sectors would generate new indirect economic output from subsequent expenditures
on goods and services to other area businesses. New wages earned by employees required
under Alternative A, especially those located within the County and those that choose to
relocate to the County, would result in new spending in the area (induced output). Indirect
and induced output would be distributed among a variety of different businesses and
industries in the County and outlying/nearby areas and would likely cause businesses in the
County to expand and new businesses to form or relocate to the area.
As stated in Section 4.7, construction of Alternative A would generate a one-time total
economic output of $3.264 billion, and operation would generate an annual economic output
of $1.552 billion. It is expected that such large economic output, combined with the inherent
touristic value of the Proposed Project, would inevitably result in new commercial
establishments within the County. It should be noted that other economic changes, unrelated
to Alternative A, within the geographic area would also likely create commercial growth.
Based on the inherent touristic value of Alternative A, new commercial growth could include
gas stations, food services, accommodation, and other vendors that could support operation of
Alternative A. In addition, new households resulting from population growth would demand
a variety of services, which could result in new commercial establishments that provide retail,
entertainment, food, and transportation and fuel services. Substantial indirect economic
output would be received by a variety of businesses in a variety of industries throughout the
County. For the development of new establishments, sales (or demand), for a particular
business or industry would have to exceed the capacity of existing establishments to provide
a product or service.
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Based on the inherent touristic value and new household spending, it is assumed believed that
Alternative A would result in approximately nine new commercial developments., For the
purposes of this Final EIR it is assumed that these commercial developments will
includeincluding three new gas stations, three new restaurants, and three new fast food (or
similar) establishments. These commercial establishments are anticipated to be located
primarily within the City, since their growth would be dependent on spending by new
households of employees relocating to the area and casino patrons. However, commercial
establishments could be located throughout the County. It is also assumed that the new
commercial establishments would be built as urban in-fill projects on existing, appropriately
zoned lots.
Indirect environmental impacts resulting from new housing and commercial developments
induced by Alternative A are discussed in Section 4.14.2. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE B
4.14.2

Economic output and employment opportunities resulting from the implementation of
Alternative B would result in indirect growth-inducing impacts, including population
growth, new housing, and commercial growth. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.

Population Growth
Similar to Alternative A, operational employment opportunities generated under Alternative
B would result in indirect growth-inducement from employees that choose to relocate from
outside of the County, which could potentially result in additional housing and commercial
demand. Section 4.7 identified that the operation of Alternative B would result in 776
employment opportunities that are expected to be filled by persons relocating from outside
the County, who would demand housing. Under Alternative B, population growth would
also result from new persons residing in the 340 proposed new homes. According to the
average household size in the City (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006) of 2.87, proposed housing
under Alternative B would result in population growth of approximately 976 persons.
New Housing Units
Available/vacant housing in the 2012 County housing market is estimated to be 19,232 units
(Section 4.7), and could easily fulfill this demand. Similar to Alternative A, under
Alternative B some new employees would choose to buy/construct new homes. Based on the
large amount of available/vacant housing in 2012, it is assumed that five percent of
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employees that relocate to the County would elect to buy/construct new homes, resulting in
the demand for 39 new homes.
Demand for new housing induced by Alternative B would be affected and guided by the same
factors discussed for Alternative A. Based on these factors it is anticipated that new housing
could be located throughout the County, but would primarily be located within the City. The
potential demand for new housing units is larger under Alternative B than Alternative A,
because a larger number of employees would relocate to the County.
Commercial Growth
Commercial growth would likely result from the direct, indirect and induced economic
activity generated by Alternative B. As determined in Section 4.7, construction of
Alternative B would generate a one-time total economic output of $3.862 billion, and
operation would generate an annual economic output of $1.625 billion. Commercial growth
induced by Alternative B would be comparable, but to a slightly greater extent than
Alternative A. New commercial establishments that provide retail, entertainment, food, and
transportation services are anticipated to be located primarily within the City, since their
growth would be dependent on spending by new households and casino patrons. Based on
the inherent touristic value and new household spending, it is believed that Alternative B
would result in new commercial developments. For the purposes of this Final EIR it is
assumed that these commercial developments will include assumed that Alternative B would
result in approximately nine new commercial developments, including three new gas stations,
three new restaurants, and three new fast food (or similar) establishments. These commercial
establishments are anticipated to be located primarily within the City, since their growth
would be dependent on spending by new households of employees relocating to the area and
casino patrons. However, commercial establishments could be located throughout the
County, and one gas station is expected to be located in Marin County because of the
proximity of the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge to the project site and the City.
Indirect environmental impacts resulting from new housing and commercial developments
associated with Alternative B are discussed in Section 4.142.2. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE C
4.14.3

Economic output and employment opportunities resulting from the implementation of
Alternative C would result in indirect growth-inducing impacts, including population
growth, new housing, and commercial growth. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
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Population Growth
Similar to Alternative A, operational employment opportunities generated under Alternative
C would result in indirect growth-inducement from employees that choose to relocate from
outside of the County, which could potentially result in additional housing and commercial
demand. Section 4.7 identified that the operation of Alternative C would result in 443
employment opportunities that are expected to be filled by persons relocating from outside
the County, who would demand housing.
New Housing Units
Available/vacant housing in the 2012 County housing market is estimated to be 19,533 units
(Section 4.7), and could easily fulfill this demand. Similar to Alternative A, under
Alternative C some new employees would choose to buy/construct new homes. Based on the
large amount of available/vacant housing in 2012, it is assumed that five percent of
employees that relocate to the County would elect to buy/construct new homes, resulting in
the demand for 23 new homes.
Demand for new housing induced by Alternative C would be affected and guided by the same
factors discussed for Alternative A. Based on these factors it is anticipated that new housing
could be located throughout the County, but would primarily be located within the City. The
potential demand for new housing units is less under Alternative C than Alternative A,
because fewer employees would relocate to the County.
Commercial Growth
Commercial growth would likely result from the direct, indirect and induced economic
activity generated by Alternative C. As determined in Section 4.7, construction of
Alternative C would generate a one-time total economic output of $2.008 billion, and
operation would generate an annual economic output of $1.183 billion. Commercial growth
induced by Alternative C would be comparable, but to a lesser extent than Alternative A.
New commercial establishments that provide retail, entertainment, food, and transportation
services are anticipated to be located primarily within the City, since their growth would be
dependent on spending by new households and casino patrons. Based on the inherent
touristic value and new household spending, it is believed that Alternative C would result in
new commercial developments. For the purposes of this Final EIR it is assumed that these
commercial developments will include assumed that Alternative C would result in
approximately eight new commercial developments, including a new small hotel/motel, three
new gas stations, two new restaurants, and two new fast food (or similar) establishments.
These commercial establishments are anticipated to be located primarily within the City,
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since their growth would be dependent on spending by new households of employees
relocating to the area and casino patrons. However, commercial establishments could be
located throughout the County, and one gas station is expected to be located in Marin County
because of the proximity of the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge to the project site and the City.
Indirect environmental impacts resulting from new housing and commercial developments
associated with Alternative C are discussed in Section 4.142.2. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE D
4.14.4

Economic output from employment opportunities resulting from the implementation of
Alternative D would result in indirect growth-inducing impacts, including population
growth, new housing, and commercial growth. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
Population Growth
Employment opportunities generated from operation of Alternative D would result in indirect
growth-inducement from employees that choose to relocate from outside of the County,
which could potentially result in additional housing and commercial demand. While
employment opportunities would be generated from operation of a mixed-use development
rather than a gaming facility, the effect to population growth would be similar to Alternative
A. Section 4.7 identified that the operation of Alternative D would result in 21 employment
opportunities that are expected to be filled by persons relocating from outside the County,
who would demand housing. Under Alternative D, population growth would also result from
new persons residing in the 1,100 proposed new homes. According to the average household
size in the City (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006) of 2.87, proposed housing under Alternative D
would result in population growth of approximately 3,157 persons.
New Housing Units
Available/vacant housing in the 2012 County housing market is estimated to be 20,048 units
(Section 4.7), and could easily fulfill this demand. Under Alternative D new employees
could choose to buy/construct new homes, but given the small magnitude of employees
relocating to the county, the potential exits for the maximum of a few new homes. Based on
the large amount of available/vacant housing in 2012, it is assumed that five percent of
employees that relocate to the County would elect to buy/construct new homes, resulting in
the demand for two new homes.
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Any new housing induced by Alternative D would be affected and guided by the same factors
discussed for Alternative A. Based on these factors it is anticipated that new housing could
be located throughout the County, but would primarily be located within the City. The
potential demand for new housing units is less under Alternative D than Alternative A,
because fewer employees would relocate to the County.
Commercial Growth
The potential for commercial growth would result from direct, indirect and induced economic
output generated in the County. As determined in Section 4.7, construction of Alternative D
would generate a one-time total economic output of $2.652 billion, and operation would
generate an annual economic output of $64 million. Alternative D would inevitably result in
new commercial establishments, but would have less potential for commercial growth than
Alternative A because the project does not include the inherent touristic value associated with
the gaming facility component of Alternative A. Commercial growth induced by Alternative
D would be comparable, but to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Based on the inherent
touristic value and new household spending, it is believed that Alternative D would result in
new commercial developments. For the purposes of this Final EIR it is assumed that these
commercial developments will include assumed that Alternative D would result in
approximately two new commercial developments, including a new restaurant and a new fast
food (or similar) establishment. These commercial establishments are anticipated to be
located primarily within the City, since their growth would be dependent on spending by new
households of employees relocating to the area. However, commercial establishments could
be located throughout the County.
Indirect environmental impacts resulting from new housing and commercial developments
associated with Alternative D are discussed in Section 4.142.2. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE E
4.14.5

Implementation of Alternative E would not result in significant growth inducement.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Under Alternative E, construction would be limited to the extension of the Bay Trail.
Operation of Alternative E as a shoreline park alternative would attract new visitors to the
City; however, new economic activity is expected to be minimal. This impact would be
substantially less than Alternative A.
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Under Alternative E, minimal construction workers would be required. Operation of
Alternative E as a shoreline park would generate new employment opportunities for staffing
and maintenance of the park. This impact would be substantially less than Alternative A.
New employment opportunities generated at the project site could be filled by persons
already living in the County.Potential costs associated with the implementation of Alternative
E include land acquisition, upkeep of historical buildings, infrastructure improvements, Bay
Trail funding, and upkeep of the parkland.
Some new tax revenues could be generated by the minimal new output received by County
businesses; however, this effect would be offset by property taxes, operation, and
maintenance fees discussed above. Therefore, growth-inducing impacts resulting from the
implementation of Alternative E would be less-than-significant.
IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE F
4.14.6

Implementation of Alternative F would not result in growth inducement. No impact
would occur.
Implementation of Alternative F would not result any construction or operation activities; and
therefore, there is no potential for direct or indirect growth inducement.

IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE B1
4.14.7

Economic output and employment opportunities resulting from the implementation of
Alternative B1 would result in indirect growth-inducing impacts, including population
growth, new housing, and commercial growth. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.

Population Growth
As discussed in Section 2.0, the square footage of each project component under Alternative
B1 is identical to those under Alternative B; therefore the indirect growth inducement from
the operational employment opportunities generated by Alternative B1 would also be
identical to Alternative B. Section 4.7 identified that the operation of Alternative B would
result in 776 employment opportunities that are expected to be filled by persons relocating
from outside the County, who would demand housing. Under Alternative B, and therefore
B1, population growth would also result from new persons residing in the 340 proposed new
homes. According to the average household size in the City (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006) of
2.87, proposed housing under Alternative B1 would result in population growth of
approximately 976 persons.
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New Housing Units
Available/vacant housing in the 2012 County housing market is estimated to be 19,232 units
(Section 4.7), and could easily fulfill this demand. Similar to Alternative A, under
Alternative B1 some new employees would choose to buy/construct new homes. Based on
the large amount of available/vacant housing in 2012, it is assumed that five percent of
employees that relocate to the County would elect to buy/construct new homes, resulting in
the demand for 39 new homes.
Demand for new housing induced by Alternative B1 would be affected and guided by the
same factors discussed for Alternative A. Based on these factors it is anticipated that new
housing could be located throughout the County, but would primarily be located within the
City. The potential demand for new housing under Alternative B1 is identical to Alternative
B.
Commercial Growth
Commercial growth would likely result from the direct, indirect and induced economic
activity generated by Alternative B1. Commercial growth induced by Alternative B1 would
be similar to Alternative B. New commercial establishments that provide retail,
entertainment, food, and transportation services are anticipated to be located primarily within
the City, since their growth would be dependent on spending by new households and casino
patrons. As with Alternative B, it is believed that Alternative B1 would result in new
commercial developments. For the purposes of this Final EIR it is assumed that these
commercial developments will include three new gas stations, three new restaurants, and
three new fast food (or similar) establishments. These commercial establishments are
anticipated to be located primarily within the City, since their growth would be dependent on
spending by new households of employees relocating to the area and casino patrons.
However, commercial establishments could be located throughout the County, and one gas
station is expected to be located in Marin County because of the proximity of the RichmondSan Rafael Bridge to the project site and the City.
Indirect environmental impacts resulting from new housing and commercial developments
associated with Alternative B1 are discussed in Section 4.14.2. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.

4.14.2

INDIRECT GROWTH-INDUCTING IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE A

The following section identifies indirect environmental impacts that would result from potential new
housing and commercial development associated with growth-inducement from Alternative A. Section
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4.14.1 determined that Alternative A would result in demand for approximately 29 new housing units and
nine commercial establishments. Based on factors discussed in Section 4.14.1, it is anticipated that new
housing and commercial development could be located in areas throughout the County, but would
primarily be located within the City, and one new gas station would likely be located in Marin County.
New development could be located in areas where vacant land is available that is zoned either residential,
multi-family (apartment, duplex, etc.), or commercial. Figure 4.14-1 shows the location of vacant lots in
the western portion of the County with these zoning designations. It is evident from this figure that a
large amount of appropriately zoned vacant land is available in the western portion of the County,
including the City. Further discussion on land use designations and zoning within the City, including
policies aimed at guiding growth, can be found in Section 3.9.
Due to the above cited factors, combined with uncertainties surrounding the location and specific design
of new developments, this analysis focuses on potential indirect impacts based on general characteristics
of new housing and commercial developments, and environmental characteristics of the existing setting of
the City and County, as discussed in Section 3.0. General characteristics of new housing and commercial
developments would include, but not be limited to: development footprints similar to existing housing and
commercial establishments in the City and County; increased vehicle trips to new developments;
earthmoving activities associated with construction; water supply, wastewater, solid waste, and electricity
services; and increased population that would demand law enforcement, fire protection, and emergency
medical services.

GEOLOGY AND SOILS
4.14.7

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could expose
people and structures to the risk of loss, injury or death from seismic activity or
expansive soils. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could expose people
and structures to landslides or seismic-related ground failure, including fault-related ground
rupture, lateral spreading, liquefaction, subsidence; and expansive soils. The majority of the
East Bay Area is located in an area classified as Seismic Zone 4, which indicates a
geographic location with a high probability of seismic activity. An earthquake of moderate to
high magnitude could cause considerable ground shaking at development sites. This could
result in serious structural damage and the risk of human loss, injury, or death. However, as
the future development projects would occur off of trust lands the lead agency for CEQA
(Caltrans, the City of Richmond, or Contra Costa County) would be required to mitigate
potential impacts to less-than-significant levels or to issue a finding of fact or statement of
overriding considerations if significant impacts could not be mitigated.
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Figure 4.14-1
Western Contra Costa County Vacant Residential and Commercial Zoned Lots
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Moreover, any new structural development induced by Alternative A would be required to be
in compliance with California Building Codes (CBC) for Seismic Zone Factor 4 standards.
This would ensure that a less-than-significant impact would occur.
4.14.8

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could result in the
loss of topsoil and soil erosion. However, this would be a less-than-significant impact.
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would result in some
level of earthmoving, grading, and/or excavation activities. This could result in the
substantial loss of topsoil and soil erosion off-site. However, for any future housing or
commercial development induced by Alternative A, Best Management Practices (BMPs) for
erosion control and a site specific Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for
temporary impacts during construction would likely be required. In addition, for any
development disturbing one acre or more of land, compliance with the National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Construction General Permit would be required.
Provisions of the Construction General Permit require a site-specific SWPPP to be developed
prior to any ground disturbance at the project site.
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A that would be under
one-acre in size would be required to comply with stormwater pollution prevention standards
of all applicable codes from the following:
• All applicable sections of the Contra Costa County and/or City of Richmond General
Plans, Zoning Ordinances or other regulatory ordinances.
• All applicable sections of the City of Richmond Municipal Code Chapter 12.44
Excavation, Grading and Earthwork Construction.
• Caltrans Stormwater Quality Handbook (April 1997).
• California Stormwater BMP Handbook of Construction (March 1993).
Compliance with these requirements would result in a less-than-significant impact to the loss
of topsoil and soil erosion.

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
4.14.9

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could increase
coverage of impervious surfaces at development sites, which could result in increased
surface water runoff and generate localized flooding or increase contaminates
transported to receiving waters. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
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Construction of new housing and commercial developments induced by Alternative A would
alter the existing drainage pattern at development sites in a manner that could increase
impervious surface, which could increase surface water runoff. Runoff changes may increase
drainage volumes, increase drainage velocities, increase peak discharges, and shorten the
time to peak flows, potentially resulting in localized flooding. Increased runoff could also
transport contaminants to receiving waters. Potential contaminants include those that
originate from vehicles at parking areas and on roadways (i.e. oil, metals), or fertilizers and
pesticides applied to landscaping. However, if it is determined that a substantial increase in
surface water runoff could occur at a project site, a site specific drainage plan shall be
prepared that identifies features, such as storm drains, landscaping, and retention basins, to
reduce the volume and rate of runoff to a level that would not result in adverse levels of
localized flooding or transportation of contaminants off-site.
As discussed above, a SWPPP would likely be developed prior to the construction of new
development induced by Alternative A that exceed one acre in size to comply with the
NPDES General Construction Permit Program, which includes soil erosion and sediment
control practices. This would result in a less-than-significant impact to surface water runoff,
localized flooding or contaminates being transported to receiving waters.
4.14.10

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could result in
increased erosion or siltation at development sites, which could impair surface water
and shallow groundwater quality. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Construction of new housing and commercial developments induced by Alternative A would
alter the existing drainage pattern at development sites, which could result in increased
erosion or siltation and the impairment of surface water and shallow groundwater quality.
However, any development disturbing one acre or more of land would require compliance
with the NPDES Construction General Permit, which would require the implementation of
BMPs through development of a SWPPP. Development affecting less than one acre is not
considered large enough to result in a significant impact on water quality from sediment
related impacts. Development of housing units and commercial establishments (except
federal projects) in the City would be required under the City Municipal Code to develop a
Sediment and Erosion Control Plan (SECP) prior to construction. Development in other
areas of the County would also be required to comply with the Municipal Code of the
development sites jurisdiction for issues related to surface and groundwater quality. The
implementation of BMPs at all major construction sites and compliance with laws and
regulations of local jurisdictions would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.11

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could be located
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within a 100-year Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) floodplain. This
would be a less-than-significant impact.
Portions of the City and County are located within the 100-year floodplain as designated by
FEMA. Construction of new housing and commercial developments induced by Alternative
A could potentially be located within this 100-year floodplain. Development within the 100year floodplain would place persons and structures at risk to flood hazards. However, any
development within a 100-year floodplain within the City would be subject to guidance by
the City’s General Plan. The General Plan provisions require new development to implement
flood control measures on all creeks and watersheds to reduce impacts from 100-year storm
events. The provisions also require special design features if a new development is
determined to be located within a 100-year floodplain or area prone to flooding from sea level
rise. Induced development from Alternative A within other parts of the County would be
required to comply with laws and regulations of a development sites jurisdiction, related to
development in floodplains, which would be similar to those of the City. This would reduce
impacts to a less-than-significant level.
AIR QUALITY
4.14.12

Vehicle emissions resulting from new housing and commercial development induced by
Alternative A would not be substantial. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
The impact that new housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could
have on air quality would primarily be a function of additional vehicle emissions and
construction activities. Vehicle emissions are expected to result in only a slight increase in
emissions and are not expected to cause an exceedance of the state or national air quality
standards. Housing units and commercial businesses themselves would not directly
contribute significant criteria pollutants. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
New development induced by Alternative A would result in short-term, construction related
emissions. The construction phase would produce two types of air contaminants: exhaust
emissions from construction equipment and fugitive dust generated as a result of demolition
and soil movement. Exhaust emissions from construction activities include those associated
with the transport of workers and machinery to the site, as well as, those produced on-site as
the equipment is used. Mitigation measures available to reduce construction emissions
include watering the exposed soil to reduce dust, reducing speeds on all unpaved roads to 15
miles per hour, maintaining equipment properly and using cleaner burning fuels.
Furthermore, these improvements would be within the jurisdiction of the BAAQMD and
would be subject to CEQA review and would be required to comply with Caltrans and
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BAAQMD requirements for minimizing impacts to air quality during construction activities.
Therefore, short-term impacts would be less-than-significant.
Potential long-term impacts of new development induced by Alternative A could result if the
roadway improvements resulted in localized increases in carbon monoxide (CO)
concentrations. The construction of new development induced by Alternative A is not
expected to result in changes or redistribution in traffic volumes and vehicle trips. Therefore,
long-term impacts would be less-than-significant.
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
4.14.13

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could result in
impacts to native habitats. These impacts would be less-than-significant.
Undeveloped areas within the San Francisco Bay region support a range of vegetative
communities including oak and pine woodlands, chaparral, coastal scrub, annual grasslands,
riparian, marsh, and emergent wetland. Residential and commercially zoned areas in the City
and County are located in largely urbanized areas. Future development projects induced by
Alternative A could result in impacts to habitats via increased disturbance and also by general
increases in human population and activity. These induced impacts from new development
could include habitat fragmentation, net loss of open space, edge effects, and disruption of
wildlife corridors. To address effects to sensitive habitat and species, biological surveys
would be required to comply with the CEQA. The lead agency under CEQA would be
required to mitigate potential impacts to a less-than-significant level or to issue a finding of
fact and statement of overriding considerations if significant impacts could not be mitigated.
Moreover, new development induced by Alternative A would be subject to the laws and
regulations of the local jurisdiction, related to conservation and planning. If future
development induced by Alternative A were to occur along the shoreline in the Bay Area, it
would be subject to the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission
(BCDC) Bay Plan policies that limit development along the shoreline in the Bay Area.
Compliance with the above-mentioned laws and regulations would ensure that impacts to
native habitats would be less-than-significant.

4.14.14

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could result in
impacts to waters of the U.S. These impacts would be less-than-significant.
Urban in-fill associated with new housing and commercial development would make use of
existing lots, which are appropriately zoned, and which have been subject to previous
development. Focused in-fill within the existing urban core of the immediate and
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surrounding communities would allow for increased housing and commercial development
within areas devoid of important resources such as waters of the U.S.
Only 125 square kilometers (sq km) of freshwater wetlands and salt marshes remain of the
original 2,200 sq km marsh and wetland areas surrounding the Bay (USGS, 1994). Future
development projects induced by Alternative A could lead to further loss of wetlands and
other waters of the U.S., increased decline of riparian areas surrounding streams and
waterways, and additional Bay fill and/or development. However, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers policy states that no net loss of wetlands shall occur, the California Department of
Fish and Game regulates development related effects on riparian areas associated with
streams and waterways, and the BCDC exercises jurisdiction over fill activities within the
Bay and shoreline development. As such, future development projects would be required to
comply with the provisions set forth in Sections 401 and 404 of the Clean Water Act, Section
1600 of the California Fish and Game Code, BCDC regulation. Compliance with these laws
and regulations would reduce potential impacts to a less-than-significant level.
4.14.15

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could result in
impacts to special-status species. These impacts would be less-than-significant.
As previously noted urban in-fill associated with new housing and commercial development
would make use of existing lots, which are appropriately zoned, and which have been subject
to previous development. Such a development strategy would allow for increased housing
and commercial development within areas without impacting special-status species.
Current trends within the East Bay Area include urbanization, industry growth, loss of
remaining habitat to development, habitat fragmentation, overall loss of biodiversity, and
degradation of remaining habitats from pollutants and waste products. These trends have a
negative effect on special-status species. Future development projects induced by the
development of Alternative A would be required to comply with local, state, and federal laws
designed to avoid significant impacts to special-status species, including but not limited to the
California Endangered Species Act (CESA) and the Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA).
Upon compliance with applicable regulatory framework and permitting requirements,
impacts to special-status species would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
4.14.16

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A has the potential
to physically damage, destroy, or negatively impact the integrity of historic and
archaeological resources. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
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New housing and commercial development could affect known and unknown cultural
resources. Significant, growth-induced impacts to cultural resources typically occur when
important sites, features, or artifacts are lost, damaged, or destroyed without appropriate
mitigation such as recordation or data recovery. As these resources are destroyed or
displaced, important information is lost and connections to past events, people and cultures
are diminished.
The County contains extensive cultural resources, including Native American archaeological
sites and historical sites associated with early Euro-American settlement, ranching, and
World War II-era facilities. Native American archaeological sites in the County include shell
middens, village sites, burial grounds, procurement sites, and lithic scatters. Historic sites in
the region are quite diverse and include buildings, homes, factories, a lighthouse, and
churches, among others. Impacts to these cultural resources are likely to occur as residential
and commercial growth occurs in the County. Moreover, review of regional studies and the
records search conducted for Alternative A indicate that the region is sensitive for both
prehistoric and historical resources, many of which may be previously undocumented, as
archaeological sites may be present with no surface manifestation
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would be required to
conform to the appropriate regulatory framework(s), including local preservation ordinances,
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and/or Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). As discussed in Section 3.6, the City designates
historical structures (defined as sites, buildings, structures, and groups of structures of
particular historic significance) pursuant to the Richmond Municipal Code, Chapter 6.06,
Ordinance Number 28-82 N.S., Historic Structures Code. Application approval is required
for demolition, structural alteration, or removal of a City-designated historic structure,
including those listed on the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) and the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The City’s ordinance includes standards for
design review of exterior modifications to historic structures for consistency with the
Secretary of Interior’s Standards. The City of Richmond General Plan Open Space and
Conservation Element includes a goal (OSC-E) to “Provide a legacy of the history,
archaeology, and culture of the area for present and future residents” (1994). Policies
directed at supporting this goal include identification, protection, and interpretation of
historically, archaeologically, and culturally important resources (OSC-E.1-3). Furthermore,
new development adjacent to areas of historic importance is directed to incorporate design
elements complementary to existing historic structures (OSC-E.4). Any new development
induced by Alternative A within the City would be subject to the City’s historic preservation
ordinance, as well as the Open Space and Conservation Element of the General Plan.
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CEQA requires that, for projects financed by, or requiring the discretionary approval of
public agencies in California, the effects that a project has on historical resources must be
considered. Thus, it is anticipated that some induced development within the County would
be subject to CEQA and would be required to consider potential impacts to cultural resources.
Similarly, any indirect project that utilizes federal funds or requires a permit from a federal
agency is required to undergo a review of the project’s impacts on cultural resources. If the
project is found to have an adverse effect, alternatives must be considered and mitigation of
the effects must be explored.
Adherence to above referenced regulatory frameworks would insure that potential impacts to
cultural resources are considered and mitigated. Accordingly, new housing and commercial
development induced by Alternative A would result in less-than-significant impacts to
cultural resources.
SOCIOECONOMICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
4.14.17

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would result in
new economic activity in the City and County, including economic output, employment,
wages, and tax revenues for federal, state, and local governments. This is considered a
beneficial impact.
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would result in
substantial new economic activity in the City and County, including new economic output,
employment, wages, and revenue for federal, state, and local governments. Spending by
residents of new households is captured in the induced effect for economic output,
employment, and wages, discussed in Section 4.7. This discussion shows that the County
would receive substantial new economic output, employment, and wages. Taxes paid by new
residents and commercial establishments are captured as part of the tax revenues quantified
for federal, state, and local governments in the fiscal impacts discussion, also in Section 4.7.
Given the development induced by Alternative A would be primarily located in the City of
Richmond; the City would receive a large portion of the new economic activity. This would
be a beneficial impact.

4.14.18

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would not result in
a substantial increase in crime. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A is not expected to
significantly increase crime rates in the area. As discussed in detail in Section 3.7, a link
between an increase in crime and the development of casinos has not been found after
numerous studies on the subject. In studying the impact of casino development on crime
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rates, these studies are also studying the effect of indirect casino development on crime rates.
Therefore, in general, these studies provide evidence that indirect casino development does
not lead to higher crime rates. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
4.14.19

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would not result in
disproportionately adverse impacts to any minority or low-income communities. This
would be a less-than-significant impact.
Minority or low-income communities near the project site were identified in Section 3.7.3. It
was determined that all census tracts identified in proximity to the project site contained
minority communities, expect Census Tract 3780. This analysis considered almost the entire
City for the identification of minority and low-income communities. Additional minority or
low-income communities could be located throughout the County, including locations where
new housing and commercial development induced from Alternative A could occur.
Regional impacts, such as air quality and traffic impacts, would be distributed throughout the
region and would not disproportionately affect any minority or low-income communities.
Localized impacts, such as those related to water quality and biological issues would be
addressed through site-specific studies and permitting and would not disproportionately affect
any minority or low-income communities. New commercial establishments would benefit
the communities by creating new jobs and wages. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC
4.14.20

Traffic from new housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would
be dispersed throughout the City and County. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would generate
additional traffic. The incremental increase in traffic is expected to occur over a wide area,
throughout the County, minimizing effects to particular roadways, although the increase is
anticipated to occur primarily within the City. Even within the City, new development would
be dispersed over a wide area. In addition, internal driveways, subdivision roadways, and/or
parking lots would be constructed by private developers as needed. To address effects to
transportation facilities and traffic, new development projects induced by Alternative A
would be required to complete the CEQA review process. The lead agency under would be
required to mitigate potential impacts to a less-than-significant level or to issue a finding of
fact and statement of overriding considerations if significant impacts could not be mitigated.
Therefore, this would be a less-than-significant impact.
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LAND USE
4.14.21

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would occur
within appropriately zoned land. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Residential and commercially zoned land is widely available throughout the City and County,
and new housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A is assumed to occur
within appropriately zoned land. Local jurisdictions would determine whether a proposed
development is consistent with applicable zoning through compliance with local zoning
ordinances and applicable City or County General Plan policies related to future
development. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES
Water Supply
4.14.22

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative A would
demand new water supply service. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative A would
demand new water supply. The City and the majority of the western portions of the County
are located within the East Bay Municipal Utility District’s (EBMUD) service area. The
Contra Costa County Water District (CCCWD) provides water for the majority of largely
populated areas in the northeastern portions of the County. New developments would each
be required to negotiate connection to the water system serving the location of development.
It is expected that new developments in largely urbanized areas, which represents the
majority of the City and County, would either have access to existing water facilities or could
easily be connected to existing water facilities. Given the factors for development discussed
above, it is assumed that induced development would not occur on lots where existing water
supply facilities are not available and cannot be easily extended to, even though zoning would
be appropriate.
In 2005, daily water consumption averaged approximately 203 million gallons per day (mgd),
approximately 59 percent of EBMUD’s entitlement (EBMUD, 2005). Due to uncertainties in
the magnitude of development induced by Alternative A, specific water demands cannot be
quantified in this analysis. However, given that EBMUD still has 41 percent of its
entitlement unappropriated on an average day and undertakes conservation measures during
drought periods, it is expected that induced development within this district could be
accommodated utilizing pricing, conservation, offsetting, and other measures normally
applied to new water service within an existing service area. Since the majority of induced
development is expected within the City, the majority of water would need to be supplied by
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EBMUD. Development in other areas of the County would be wide spread and is not
expected to be substantial. Therefore, water supplies should be able to be easily
accommodated by the CCCWD or the appropriate district. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
Wastewater Service
4.14.23

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative A would
demand new wastewater treatment services. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative A would
demand new wastewater treatment services. Wastewater treatment services for the City are
divided among several districts. Northern areas of Richmond are in the West County
Sanitation District. Southern areas of Richmond are in the Richmond Municipal Sewer
District. Areas of the Richmond Annex are in the Stege Sanitation District. Several other
wastewater treatment districts serve the remainder of the County. New developments would
each be required to negotiate connection to the wastewater treatment system serving the
location of development. It is expected that new developments in largely urbanized areas,
which represents the majority of the County, would either have access to existing wastewater
treatment facilities or could easily be connected to existing wastewater facilities. Given the
factors for development discussed above, it is assumed that induced development would not
occur on lots where existing wastewater treatment facilities are not available and cannot be
easily extended to, even though zoning would be appropriate.
Considering that development within the City and the County would be wide spread, it is
anticipated that demand related to wastewater treatment would be minimal. Thus, new
housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A is not expected to result in
substantial new demand for wastewater treatment services. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.

Solid Waste Service
4.14.24

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative A would
demand new solid waste services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Solid waste would be generated during the construction of each new housing unit and
commercial establishment induced by Alternative A. Solid waste streams from construction
would be similar to those from the proposed project, as discussed in Section 4.10. Persons
living in new households and operation of new commercial establishments would also
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generate ongoing solid waste streams. The West Contra Costa Integrated Waste Management
Authority (WCCIWMA) provides solid waste services for the City and most other nearby
cities in the County. The WCCIWMA has several programs in place to promote the
diversion of solid waste to landfills, such as recycling and composting. In 2005, areas under
the WCCIWMA disposed of 228,837 tons of solid waste (or 627 tons per day) (CIWMB,
2007a). Moreover, the City would continue to implement recycling requirements to maintain
its 50 percent diversion goal under Assembly Bill 939.
It is expected that new developments in heavily urbanized areas, which represents the
majority of the County, would either have access to existing solid waste services and facilities
or could easily be accommodated by existing solid waste services and facilities. Given the
factors for development discussed above, it is assumed that induced development would not
occur on lots where existing solid waste services and facilities are not available and cannot be
easily extended to, even though zoning would be appropriate.
Construction-waste generation would be temporary and would not result in daily capacity
exceedances. Due to uncertainties in the magnitude of development induced by Alternative
A, specific ongoing solid waste service demands cannot be quantified in this analysis.
However, retail and business services are estimated to generate 1.7 tons per employee per
year and residences in the County are estimated to generate 0.13 tons per person per day
(CIWMB, 2007b). Given these rates, it is not expected that induced development would
result in substantial waste generation. Compared to existing WCCIWMA service rates, this
district is expected to be able to accommodate new solid waste generation. Development in
other areas of the County would be wide spread and is not expected to be substantial.
Therefore, solid waste generation would be able to be easily accommodated by service
providers. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Electricity, Natural Gas, and Telecommunications
4.14.25

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would not result in
a substantial increase in demand for electricity, natural gas, or telecommunication
services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Each new housing units and commercial establishment induced by Alternative A would
require telecommunications, electricity and/or natural gas services. These services are
currently available throughout the City and County. Service connection and improvements
required to serve development projects would be paid for through connection or service fees.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.
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Fire Protection and Emergency Medical Services
4.14.26

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would require fire
protection services, and new persons in the area from this induced development would
require fire protection and emergency medical services. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would require typical
fire protection services and the resulting increase in the number of persons in the area would
require increased fire protection and emergency medical services. The increase in the
demand for such services is expected to occur over a wide area, since development induced
by Alternative A would occur throughout the City and County, thereby minimizing effects in
particular jurisdictions. Fire protection services for the City are provided by the Richmond
Fire Department. The Contra Costa County Fire Protection District provides fire protection
services for nine cities and the unincorporated areas of the County. Several other fire
departments are located throughout the County providing fire protection services to other
incorporated areas. Funding for these fire departments is provided by the budgets of the
jurisdiction(s) they serve. Ambulance services in the City are provided by American Medical
Response, as called on by the City’s joint police/fire dispatcher. Ambulance services for
other areas of the County would be provided by the respective provider of the jurisdiction.
Increased demand for fire protection and emergency medical services could result in impacts
to the ability of these departments to provide services at existing levels.
As discussed in Section 4.7 and above, Alternative A and development induced by
Alternative A would result in substantial tax revenues for local jurisdictions. These tax
revenues would contribute towards the expansion of fire protection and emergency medical
services, which would offset the increased demand for these services from development
induced by Alternative A. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

Law Enforcement
4.14.27

New persons resulting from development induced by Alternative A would require law
enforcement services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
New persons resulting from development induced by Alternative A would require law
enforcement services. The increase in the demand for law enforcement services is expected
to occur over a wide area, since development induced by Alternative A would occur
throughout the City and County, thereby minimizing effects in particular jurisdictions. Law
enforcement services for the City are provided by the Richmond Police Department. The
Contra Costa County Sheriff’s Department provides law enforcement services to the
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unincorporated areas of the County. Several other law enforcement departments are located
throughout the County that provided law enforcement services to other incorporated areas.
Funding for law enforcement departments is provided by the budgets of the jurisdiction(s)
they serve. Increased demand for law enforcement services could result in impacts to the
ability of these departments to provide services at existing levels.
As discussed in Section 4.7 and above, Alternative A and development induced by
Alternative A would result in substantial tax revenues for local jurisdictions. These tax
revenues would contribute towards the expansion of law enforcement services, which would
offset the increased demand for these services from development induced by Alternative A.
This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Parks and Recreation
4.14.28

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would increase
demand for parks, but would not adversely affect the use and/or enjoyment of any
particular park. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would be located in
appropriately zoned residential and commercial areas, and would not occur within state game
areas or local parks. In addition, it is expected that development induced by Alternative A
would occur throughout the City and County. Therefore, population growth would not be
substantial enough to adversely affect the use and/or enjoyment of any particular park. This
would be a less-than-significant impact.

NOISE
4.14.29

Noise resulting from traffic generated by new housing and commercial development
induced by Alternative A would not be substantial. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could result in a change
in the noise environment. The primary source of the noise increase is expected to be from
traffic. As discussed, it is expected that traffic resulting from growth inducement would
occur throughout the region and effects to the City and County would be limited. This
conclusion is based on the fact that it generally takes a doubling of roadway traffic to result in
a three dBA increase in traffic noise, which is the threshold at which a change in noise level
is perceptible. Given the widespread nature of any new traffic from induced growth, it is not
likely that traffic on any one roadway would be doubled. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
4.14.30

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could expose
humans to hazardous materials. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could increase the
likelihood of human contact with known and unknown hazardous materials, and could
introduce the use of common hazardous materials (e.g., fuels) to the environment.
Compliance with federal and state hazardous materials laws and regulations would prevent
harmful effects from materials. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

AESTHETICS
4.14.31

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A would occur on
appropriately zoned land and would be consistent with the visual character of the area.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.
New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative A could change the visual
characteristics areas where development occurs. However, it is expected that development
would occur on land that appropriately zoned for residential or commercial uses, depending
on the specific development type; and therefore, would be consistent with the visual character
of the area. In addition, it is expected that development induced by Alternative A would
occur throughout the City and County, and would not be overly concentrated in any particular
area. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

4.14.3

INDIRECT GROWTH-INDUCTING IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE B

The following section identifies indirect environmental impacts that would result from potential new
housing and commercial development associated with growth-inducement from Alternative B. Section
4.14.1 determined that Alternative B would result in demand for approximately 39 new housing units and
nine commercial establishments. The scope of indirect growth-inducing impacts of Alternative B is the
same as for Alternative A. Based on factors discussed in Section 4.14.1, it is anticipated that new
housing and commercial development could be located in areas throughout the County, but would
primarily be located within the City, and one new gas station would likely be located in Marin County.
New development could be located in areas where vacant land is available that is zoned either residential,
multiple (apartment, duplex, etc.), or commercial. Figure 4.14-1 shows the location of vacant lots in the
western portion of the County with these zoning designations. It is evident from this figure that a large
amount of appropriately zoned vacant land is available in the western portion of the County, including the
City.
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GEOLOGY AND SOILS
4.14.32

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B could expose
people and structures to the risk of loss, injury or death from seismic activity or
expansive soils. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A. Any new
structural development induced by Alternative B would be required to be in compliance with
UBC for Seismic Zone Factor 4 standards, and if necessary, a registered geologist shall
prepare a site-specific geotechnical report that evaluates a specific project design and provide
recommendations for project design to avoid/reduce these potential geological impacts. This
would reduce any potential impacts to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.33

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B could result in the
loss of topsoil and soil erosion. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A. BMPs for
erosion control and a site specific SWPPP for temporary impacts during construction shall be
implemented. In addition, for any development disturbing one acre or more of land,
compliance with the NPDES Construction General Permit would be required. If necessary, a
conceptual grading and drainage plan, including any necessary erosion control measures,
shall be prepared and implemented. This would result in a less-than-significant impact to the
loss of topsoil and soil erosion.

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
4.14.34

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B could increase
coverage of impervious surfaces at development sites, which could result in increased
surface water runoff and generate localized flooding or increase contaminates
transported to receiving waters. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A. If necessary,
a site specific drainage plan shall be prepared that identifies features, such as storm drains,
landscaping, and retention basins, to reduce the volume and rate of runoff to a level that
would not result in adverse levels of localized flooding or transportation of contaminants offsite. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
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4.14.35

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B could result in
increased erosion or siltation at development sites, which could impair surface water
and shallow groundwater quality. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A. Any
development disturbing one acre or more of land would require compliance with the NPDES
Construction General Permit, which would require the implementation of BMPs through
development of a SWPPP. Development would be required to comply with Municipal Code
of the development sites jurisdiction, for issues related to surface and groundwater quality.
This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.36

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B could be located
within a 100-year Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) floodplain. This
would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A. Any
development within a 100-year floodplain would be required to comply with laws and
regulations of a development sites jurisdiction, related to development in floodplains, which
would be similar to those of the City. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant
level.

AIR QUALITY
4.14.37

Vehicle emissions resulting from new housing and commercial development induced by
Alternative B would not be substantial. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in substantial vehicle emissions. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
4.14.38

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B could result in
impacts to native habitats; however, compliance with local, state, and federal laws and
regulations would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A.
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Development would be subject to the laws and regulations of a development site’s
jurisdiction, related to conservation and planning; as well as, the BCDC Bay Plan policies
that limit development along the shoreline in the Bay Area. Compliance with these laws and
regulations would reduce impacts to native habitats to a less-than-significant level.
4.14.39

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B could result in
impacts to waters of the U.S.; however, compliance with local, state, and federal laws
and regulations would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A. Any
development projects would be required to comply with the provisions set forth in Sections
401 and 404 of the Clean Water Act, Section 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code,
BCDC regulation. Compliance with these laws and regulations would reduce impacts to a
less-than-significant level.

4.14.40

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B could result in
potentially significant impacts to special-status species; however, compliance with local,
state, and federal laws and regulations would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant
level.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A. Future
development projects induced by the development of Alternative B would be required to
comply with local, state, and federal laws designed to avoid significant impacts to specialstatus species, including but not limited to the CESA and FESA. Compliance with these laws
and regulations would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
4.14.41

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B has the potential
to physically damage, destroy, or negatively impact the integrity of historic and
archaeological resources. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but
adherence to regulatory frameworks, referenced in Alternative A, would insure that potential
impacts to cultural resources are considered and mitigated. Accordingly, new housing and
commercial development induced by Alternative B would result in a less-than-significant
cumulative impact to cultural resources.
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SOCIOECONOMICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
4.14.42

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B would result in
new economic activity in the City and County, including economic output, employment,
wages, and tax revenues for federal, state, and local governments. This is considered a
beneficial impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, and would be
a beneficial impact.

4.14.43

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B would not result in
a substantial increase in crime. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but would
not lead to higher crime rates. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

4.14.44

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B would not result in
disproportionately adverse impacts to any minority or low-income communities. This
would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but would
not disproportionately affect any minority or low-income communities. This would be a lessthan-significant impact.

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC
4.14.45

Traffic from new housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B would
be dispersed throughout the City and County. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in significant levels of traffic in any particular area. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
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LAND USE
4.14.46

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B would occur
within appropriately zoned land. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in land use conflicts. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES
Water Supply
4.14.47

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative B would
demand new water supply service. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but water
supply districts could accommodate new housing and commercial development utilizing
pricing, conservation, offsetting, and other measures normally applied to new water service
within an existing service area. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

Wastewater Service
4.14.48

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative B would
demand new wastewater treatment services. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but
wastewater treatment services could accommodate new housing and commercial
development. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

Solid Waste Service
4.14.49

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative B would
demand new solid waste services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but solid
waste services could accommodate new housing and commercial development. This would
be a less-than-significant impact.
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Electricity, Natural Gas, and Telecommunications
4.14.50

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B would not result in
a substantial increase in demand for electricity, natural gas, or telecommunication
services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A. Service
connection and improvements required to serve development projects would be paid for
through connection or service fees. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

Fire Protection and Emergency Medical Services
4.14.51

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B would require fire
protection services, and new persons in the area from this induced development would
require fire protection and emergency medical services. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A this effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A. As discussed
in Section 4.7 and above, Alternative B and development induced by Alternative B would
result in substantial tax revenues for local jurisdictions. These tax revenues would contribute
towards the expansion of fire protection and emergency medical services, which would offset
the increased demand for these services from development induced by Alternative B. This
would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

Law Enforcement
4.14.52

New persons resulting from development induced by Alternative B would require law
enforcement services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A. As
discussed in Section 4.7 and above, Alternative B and development induced by Alternative B
would result in substantial tax revenues for local jurisdictions. These tax revenues would
contribute towards the expansion of law enforcement services, which would offset the
increased demand for these services from development induced by Alternative B. This
would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
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Parks and Recreation
4.14.53

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B would increase
demand for parks, but would not adversely affect the use and/or enjoyment of any
particular park. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but would
not be substantial enough to adversely affect the use and/or enjoyment of any particular park.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.

NOISE
4.14.54

Noise resulting from traffic generated by new housing and commercial development
induced by Alternative B would not be substantial. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in substantial noise. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
4.14.55

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B could expose
humans to hazardous materials. This would be a less-than-significant.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A this effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A. Compliance
with federal and State hazardous materials laws and regulations would prevent harmful
effects from materials. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

AESTHETICS
4.14.56

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B would occur on
appropriately zoned land and would be consistent with the visual character of the area.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a larger extent than Alternative A, but would be
consistent with the visual character of the area. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
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4.14.4

INDIRECT GROWTH-INDUCTING IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE C

The following section identifies indirect environmental impacts that would result from potential new
housing and commercial development associated with growth-inducement from Alternative C.
Section 4.14.1 determined that Alternative C would result in demand for approximately 23 new housing
units and eight new commercial establishments. Based on factors discussed in Section 4.14.1, it is
anticipated that new housing and commercial development could be located in areas throughout the
County, but would primarily be located within the City, and one new gas station would likely be located
in Marin County. New development could be located in areas where vacant land is available that is zoned
either residential, multiple (apartment, duplex, etc.), or commercial. Figure 4.14-1 shows the location of
vacant lots in the western portion of the County with these zoning designations. It is evident from this
figure that a large amount of appropriately zoned vacant land is available in the western portion of the
County, including the City.
GEOLOGY AND SOILS
4.14.57

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C could expose
people and structures to the risk of loss, injury or death from seismic activity or
expansive soils. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Any new
structural development induced by Alternative C would be required to be in compliance with
UBC for Seismic Zone Factor 4 standards, and if necessary, a registered geologist shall
prepare a site-specific geotechnical report that evaluates a specific project design and provide
recommendations for project design to avoid/reduce these potential geological impacts. This
would reduce any potential impacts to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.58

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C could result in the
loss of topsoil and soil erosion. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. BMPs for
erosion control and a site specific SWPPP for temporary impacts during construction shall be
implemented. In addition, for any development disturbing one acre or more of land,
compliance with the NPDES Construction General Permit would be required. If necessary, a
conceptual grading and drainage plan, including any necessary erosion control measures,
shall be prepared and implemented. This would result in a less-than-significant impact to the
loss of topsoil and soil erosion.
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HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
4.14.59

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C could increase
coverage of impervious surfaces at development sites, which could result in increased
surface water runoff and generate localized flooding or increase contaminates
transported to receiving waters. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. If necessary,
a site specific drainage plan shall be prepared that identifies features, such as storm drains,
landscaping, and retention basins, to reduce the volume and rate of runoff to a level that
would not result in adverse levels of localized flooding or transportation of contaminants offsite. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.60

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C could result in
increased erosion or siltation at development sites, which could impair surface water
and shallow groundwater quality. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Any
development disturbing one acre or more of land would require compliance with the NPDES
Construction General Permit, which would require the implementation of BMPs through
development of a SWPPP. Development would be required to comply with Municipal Code
of the development sites jurisdiction, for issues related to surface and groundwater quality.
This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.61

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C could be located
within a 100-year Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) floodplain. This
would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Any
development within a 100-year floodplain would be required to comply with laws and
regulations of a development sites jurisdiction, related to development in floodplains, which
would be similar to those of the City. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant
level.
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AIR QUALITY
4.14.62

Vehicle emissions resulting from new housing and commercial development induced by
Alternative C would not be substantial. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in substantial vehicle emissions. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
4.14.63

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C could result in
impacts to native habitats. However, these impacts would be less-than-significant.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A.
Development would be subject to the laws and regulations of a development sites
jurisdiction, related to conservation and planning; as well as, the BCDC Bay Plan policies
that limit development along the shoreline in the Bay Area. Compliance with these laws and
regulations would reduce impacts to native habitats to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.64

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C could result in
impacts to waters of the U.S. However, these impacts would be less-than-significant.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Any
development projects would be required to comply with the provisions set forth in Sections
401 and 404 of the Clean Water Act, Section 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code,
BCDC regulation. Compliance with these laws and regulations would reduce impacts to a
less-than-significant level.

4.14.65

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C could result in
impacts to special-status species. However, these impacts would be less-than-significant.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Future
development projects induced by the development of Alternative C would be required to
comply with local, state, and federal laws designed to avoid significant impacts to specialstatus species, including but not limited to the CESA and FESA. Compliance with these laws
and regulations would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
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CULTURAL RESOURCES
4.14.66

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C has the potential
to physically damage, destroy, or negatively impact the integrity of historic and
archaeological resources. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but
adherence to regulatory frameworks, referenced in Alternative A, would insure that potential
impacts to cultural resources are considered and mitigated. Accordingly, new housing and
commercial development induced by Alternative C would result in a less-than-significant
cumulative impact to cultural resources.

SOCIOECONOMICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
4.14.67

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C would result in
new economic activity in the City and County, including economic output, employment,
wages, and tax revenues for federal, state, and local governments. This is considered a
beneficial impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, and would be
a beneficial impact.

4.14.68

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C would not result in
a substantial increase in crime. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not lead to higher crime rates. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

4.14.69

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C would not result in
disproportionately adverse impacts to any minority or low-income communities. This
would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not disproportionately affect any minority or low-income communities. This would be a lessthan-significant impact.
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TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC
4.14.70

Traffic from new housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C would
be dispersed throughout the City and County. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in significant levels of traffic in any particular area. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.

LAND USE
4.14.71

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C would occur
within appropriately zoned land. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in land use conflicts. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES
Water Supply
4.14.72

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative C would
demand new water supply service. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but water
supply districts could accommodate new housing and commercial development utilizing
pricing, conservation, offsetting, and other measures normally applied to new water service
within an existing service area. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

Wastewater Service
4.14.73

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative C would
demand new wastewater treatment services. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but
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wastewater treatment services could accommodate new housing and commercial
development. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Solid Waste Service
4.14.74

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative C would
demand new solid waste services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but solid
waste services could accommodate new housing and commercial development. This would
be a less-than-significant impact.

Electricity, Natural Gas, and Telecommunications
4.14.75

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C would not result in
a substantial increase in demand for electricity, natural gas, or telecommunication
services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Service
connection and improvements required to serve development projects would be paid for
through connection or service fees. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

Fire Protection and Emergency Medical Services
4.14.76

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C would require fire
protection services, and new persons in the area from this induced development would
require fire protection and emergency medical services. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. As discussed
in Section 4.7 and above, Alternative C and development induced by Alternative C would
result in substantial tax revenues for local jurisdictions. These tax revenues would contribute
towards the expansion of fire protection and emergency medical services, which would offset
the increased demand for these services from development induced by Alternative C. This
would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

Law Enforcement
4.14.77

New persons resulting from development induced by Alternative C would require law
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enforcement services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. As discussed
in Section 4.7 and above, Alternative C and development induced by Alternative C would
result in substantial tax revenues for local jurisdictions. These tax revenues would contribute
towards the expansion of law enforcement services, which would offset the increased demand
for these services from development induced by Alternative C. This would reduce impacts to
a less-than-significant level.
Parks and Recreation
4.14.78

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C would increase
demand for parks, but would not adversely affect the use and/or enjoyment of any
particular park. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not be substantial enough to adversely affect the use and/or enjoyment of any particular park.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.

NOISE
4.14.79

Noise resulting from traffic generated by new housing and commercial development
induced by Alternative C would not be substantial. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in substantial noise. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
4.14.80

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C could expose
humans to hazardous materials. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A this effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Compliance
with federal and State hazardous materials laws and regulations would prevent harmful
effects from materials. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
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AESTHETICS
4.14.81

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative C would occur on
appropriately zoned land and would be consistent with the visual character of the area.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative C are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would be
consistent with the visual character of the area. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

4.14.5

INDIRECT GROWTH-INDUCTING IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE D

The following section identifies indirect environmental impacts that would result from potential new
housing and commercial development associated with growth-inducement from Alternative D. Section
4.14.1 determined that Alternative D would result in demand for approximately two new housing units
and two new commercial establishments. Based on factors discussed in Section 4.14.1, it is anticipated
that new housing and commercial development could be located in areas throughout the County, but
would primarily be located within the City. New development could be located in areas where vacant
land is available that is zoned either residential, multiple (apartment, duplex, etc.), or commercial. Figure
4.14-1 shows the location of vacant lots in the western portion of the County with these zoning
designations. It is evident from this figure that a large amount of appropriately zoned vacant land is
available in the western portion of the County, including the City.
GEOLOGY AND SOILS
4.14.82

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D could expose
people and structures to the risk of loss, injury or death from seismic activity or
expansive soils. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Any new
structural development induced by Alternative D would be required to be in compliance with
UBC for Seismic Zone Factor 4 standards, and if necessary, a registered geologist shall
prepare a site-specific geotechnical report that evaluates a specific project design and provide
recommendations for project design to avoid/reduce these potential geological impacts. This
would reduce any potential impacts to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.83

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D could result in the
loss of topsoil and soil erosion. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
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Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. BMPs for
erosion control and a site specific SWPPP for temporary impacts during construction shall be
implemented. In addition, for any development disturbing one acre or more of land,
compliance with the NPDES Construction General Permit would be required. If necessary, a
conceptual grading and drainage plan, including any necessary erosion control measures,
shall be prepared and implemented. This would result in a less-than-significant impact to the
loss of topsoil and soil erosion.
HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
4.14.84

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D could increase
coverage of impervious surfaces at development sites, which could result in increased
surface water runoff and generate localized flooding or increase contaminates
transported to receiving waters. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. If necessary,
a site specific drainage plan shall be prepared that identifies features, such as storm drains,
landscaping, and retention basins, to reduce the volume and rate of runoff to a level that
would not result in adverse levels of localized flooding or transportation of contaminants offsite. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.85

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D could result in
increased erosion or siltation at development sites, which could impair surface water
and shallow groundwater quality. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Any
development disturbing one acre or more of land would require compliance with the NPDES
Construction General Permit, which would require the implementation of BMPs through
development of a SWPPP. Development would be required to comply with Municipal Code
of the development sites jurisdiction, for issues related to surface and groundwater quality.
This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.86

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D could be located
within a 100-year Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) floodplain. This
would be a less-than-significant impact.
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Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Any
development within a 100-year floodplain would be required to comply with laws and
regulations of a development sites jurisdiction, related to development in floodplains, which
would be similar to those of the City. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant
level.
AIR QUALITY
4.14.87

Vehicle emissions resulting from new housing and commercial development induced by
Alternative D would not be substantial. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in substantial vehicle emissions. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
4.14.88

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D could result in
impacts to native habitats. These impacts would be less-than-significant.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Development
would be subject to the laws and regulations of a development sites jurisdiction, related to
conservation and planning; as well as, the BCDC Bay Plan policies that limit development
along the shoreline in the Bay Area. Compliance with these laws and regulations would
reduce impacts to native habitats to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.89

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D could result in
impacts to waters of the U.S. These impacts would be less-than-significant.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Any
development projects would be required to comply with the provisions set forth in Sections
401 and 404 of the Clean Water Act, Section 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code,
BCDC regulation. Compliance with these laws and regulations would reduce impacts to a
less-than-significant level.

4.14.90

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D could result in
impacts to special-status species. These impacts would be less-than-significant.
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Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Future
development projects induced by the development of Alternative A would be required to
comply with local, state, and federal laws designed to avoid significant impacts to specialstatus species, including but not limited to the CESA and FESA. Compliance with these laws
and regulations would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
CULTURAL RESOURCES
4.14.91

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D has the potential
to physically damage, destroy, or negatively impact the integrity of historic and
archaeological resources. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but
adherence to regulatory frameworks, referenced in Alternative A, would insure that potential
impacts to cultural resources are considered and mitigated. Accordingly, new housing and
commercial development induced by Alternative D would result in a less-than-significant
cumulative impact to cultural resources.

SOCIOECONOMICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
4.14.92

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D would result in
new economic activity in the City and County, including economic output, employment,
wages, and tax revenues for federal, state, and local governments. This is considered a
beneficial impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, and would be
a beneficial impact.

4.14.93

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D would not result in
a substantial increase in crime. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not lead to higher crime rates. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

4.14.94

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D would not result in
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disproportionately adverse impacts to any minority or low-income communities. This
would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not disproportionately affect any minority or low-income communities. This would be a lessthan-significant impact.
TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC
4.14.95

Traffic from new housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D would
be dispersed throughout the City and County. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in significant levels of traffic in any particular area. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.

LAND USE
4.14.96

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D would occur
within appropriately zoned land. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in land use conflicts. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES
Water Supply
4.14.97

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative D would
demand new water supply service. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a much lesser extent than Alternative A, but
water supply districts could accommodate new housing and commercial development
utilizing pricing, conservation, offsetting, and other measures normally applied to new water
service within an existing service area. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
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Wastewater Service
4.14.98

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative D would
demand new wastewater treatment services. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but
wastewater treatment services could accommodate new housing and commercial
development. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

Solid Waste Service
4.14.99

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative D would
demand new solid waste services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but solid
waste services could accommodate new housing and commercial development. This would
be a less-than-significant impact.

Electricity, Natural Gas, and Telecommunications
4.14.100

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D would not result in
a substantial increase in demand for electricity, natural gas, or telecommunication
services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Service
connection and improvements required to serve development projects would be paid for
through connection or service fees. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

Fire Protection and Emergency Medical Services
4.14.101

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D would require fire
protection services, and new persons in the area from this induced development would
require fire protection and emergency medical services. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. As discussed
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in Section 4.7 and above, Alternative D and development induced by Alternative D would
result in substantial tax revenues for local jurisdictions. These tax revenues would contribute
towards the expansion of fire protection and emergency medical services, which would offset
the increased demand for these services from development induced by Alternative D. This
would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Law Enforcement
4.14.102

New persons resulting from development induced by Alternative D would require law
enforcement services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. As discussed
in Section 4.7 and above, Alternative D and development induced by Alternative D would
result in substantial tax revenues for local jurisdictions. These tax revenues would contribute
towards the expansion of law enforcement services, which would offset the increased demand
for these services from development induced by Alternative D. This would reduce impacts to
a less-than-significant level.

Parks and Recreation
4.14.103

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D would increase
demand for parks, but would not adversely affect the use and/or enjoyment of any
particular park. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not be substantial enough to adversely affect the use and/or enjoyment of any particular park.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.

NOISE
4.14.104

Noise resulting from traffic generated by new housing and commercial development
induced by Alternative D would not be substantial. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would
not result in substantial noise. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
4.14.105

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D could expose
humans to hazardous materials. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A. Compliance
with federal and State hazardous materials laws and regulations would prevent harmful
effects from materials. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

AESTHETICS
4.14.106

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative D would occur on
appropriately zoned land and would be consistent with the visual character of the area.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative D are similar to those described
under Alternative A. This effect would be to a lesser extent than Alternative A, but would be
consistent with the visual character of the area. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

4.14.6

INDIRECT GROWTH-INDUCTING IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE E

4.14.107

Implementation of Alternative E would not result in growth inducement. No impact
would occur.
Alternative E would not result in any growth-inducement. Therefore, no indirect impacts
related to growth-inducement would result from implementation of Alternative E.

4.14.7

INDIRECT GROWTH-INDUCTING IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE F

4.14.108

Implementation of Alternative F would not result in growth inducement. No impact
would occur.
Alternative F would not result in any growth-inducement. Therefore, no indirect impacts
related to growth-inducement would result from implementation of Alternative F.

4.14.8

INDIRECT GROWTH-INDUCTING IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE B1

The following section identifies indirect environmental impacts that would result from potential new
housing and commercial development associated with growth-inducement from Alternative B1. As
discussed in Section 2.0, the square footages of the project components under Alternative B1 are identical
to Alternative B; therefore, the indirect growth-inducting impacts of Alternative B1 are identical to
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Alternative B. Section 4.14.1 determined that Alternative B, and therefore Alternative B1, would result
in demand for approximately 39 new housing units and nine commercial establishments. The scope of
indirect growth-inducing impacts of Alternative B1 is the same as for Alternative B. Based on factors
discussed in Section 4.14.1, it is anticipated that new housing and commercial development could be
located in areas throughout the County, but would primarily be located within the City, and one new gas
station would likely be located in Marin County. New development could be located in areas where
vacant land is available that is zoned either residential, multiple (apartment, duplex, etc.), or commercial.
Figure 4.14-1 shows the location of vacant lots in the western portion of the County with these zoning
designations. It is evident from this figure that a large amount of appropriately zoned vacant land is
available in the western portion of the County, including the City.
GEOLOGY AND SOILS
4.14.109

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 could expose
people and structures to the risk of loss, injury or death from seismic activity or
expansive soils. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. Any new structural development induced by Alternative B1
would be required to be in compliance with UBC for Seismic Zone Factor 4 standards, and if
necessary, a registered geologist shall prepare a site-specific geotechnical report that
evaluates a specific project design and provide recommendations for project design to
avoid/reduce these potential geological impacts. This would reduce any potential impacts to
a less-than-significant level.

4.14.110

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 could result in
the loss of topsoil and soil erosion. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. BMPs for erosion control and a site specific SWPPP for
temporary impacts during construction shall be implemented. In addition, for any
development disturbing one acre or more of land, compliance with the NPDES Construction
General Permit would be required. If necessary, a conceptual grading and drainage plan,
including any necessary erosion control measures, shall be prepared and implemented. This
would result in a less-than-significant impact to the loss of topsoil and soil erosion.

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
4.14.111

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 could increase
coverage of impervious surfaces at development sites, which could result in increased
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surface water runoff and generate localized flooding or increase contaminates
transported to receiving waters. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. If necessary, a site specific drainage plan shall be prepared
that identifies features, such as storm drains, landscaping, and retention basins, to reduce the
volume and rate of runoff to a level that would not result in adverse levels of localized
flooding or transportation of contaminants off-site. This would reduce impacts to a less-thansignificant level.
4.14.112

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 could result in
increased erosion or siltation at development sites, which could impair surface water
and shallow groundwater quality. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. Any development disturbing one acre or more of land would
require compliance with the NPDES Construction General Permit, which would require the
implementation of BMPs through development of a SWPPP. Development would be
required to comply with Municipal Code of the development sites jurisdiction, for issues
related to surface and groundwater quality. This would reduce impacts to a less-thansignificant level.

4.14.113

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 could be located
within a 100-year Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) floodplain. This
would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. Any development within a 100-year floodplain would be
required to comply with laws and regulations of a development sites jurisdiction, related to
development in floodplains, which would be similar to those of the City. This would reduce
impacts to a less-than-significant level.

AIR QUALITY
4.14.114

Vehicle emissions resulting from new housing and commercial development induced by
Alternative B1 would not be substantial. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are similar to those
described under Alternative B. This effect would not result in substantial vehicle emissions.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.
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BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
4.14.115

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 could result in
impacts to native habitats; however, compliance with local, state, and federal laws and
regulations would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. Development would be subject to the laws and regulations of
a development site’s jurisdiction, related to conservation and planning; as well as, the BCDC
Bay Plan policies that limit development along the shoreline in the Bay Area. Compliance
with these laws and regulations would reduce impacts to native habitats to a less-thansignificant level.

4.14.116

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 could result in
impacts to waters of the U.S.; however, compliance with local, state, and federal laws
and regulations would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. Any development projects would be required to comply with
the provisions set forth in Sections 401 and 404 of the Clean Water Act, Section 1600 of the
California Fish and Game Code, BCDC regulation. Compliance with these laws and
regulations would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

4.14.117

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 could result in
potentially significant impacts to special-status species; however, compliance with local,
state, and federal laws and regulations would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant
level.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. Future development projects induced by the development of
Alternative B1 would be required to comply with local, state, and federal laws designed to
avoid significant impacts to special-status species, including but not limited to the CESA and
FESA. Compliance with these laws and regulations would reduce impacts to a less-thansignificant level.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
4.14.118

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 has the potential
to physically damage, destroy, or negatively impact the integrity of historic and
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archaeological resources. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. Adherence to regulatory frameworks, referenced in
Alternative A, would insure that potential impacts to cultural resources are considered and
mitigated. Accordingly, new housing and commercial development induced by Alternative
B1 would result in a less-than-significant cumulative impact to cultural resources.
SOCIOECONOMICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
4.14.119

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 would result in
new economic activity in the City and County, including economic output, employment,
wages, and tax revenues for federal, state, and local governments. This is considered a
beneficial impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B and would be a beneficial impact.

4.14.120

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 would not result
in a substantial increase in crime. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B and would not lead to higher crime rates. This would be a
less-than-significant impact.

4.14.121

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 would not result
in disproportionately adverse impacts to any minority or low-income communities.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B and would not disproportionately affect any minority or lowincome communities. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC
4.14.122

Traffic from new housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1
would be dispersed throughout the City and County. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
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Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B and would not result in significant levels of traffic in any
particular area. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
LAND USE
4.14.123

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 would occur
within appropriately zoned land. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B and would not result in land use conflicts. This would be a
less-than-significant impact.

UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES
Water Supply
4.14.124

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative B1 would
demand new water supply service. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B and water supply districts would have the capacity to
accommodate new housing and commercial development utilizing pricing, conservation,
offsetting, and other measures normally applied to new water service within an existing
service area. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

Wastewater Service
4.14.125

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative B1 would
demand new wastewater treatment services. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B and wastewater treatment services would have the capacity to
accommodate new housing and commercial development. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.

Solid Waste Service
4.14.126

Each new housing unit and commercial establishment induced by Alternative B1 would
demand new solid waste services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
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Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B and solid waste services will be able to accommodate new
housing and commercial development. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Electricity, Natural Gas, and Telecommunications
4.14.127

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 would not result
in a substantial increase in demand for electricity, natural gas, or telecommunication
services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. Service connection and improvements required to serve
development projects would be paid for through connection or service fees. This would be a
less-than-significant impact.

Fire Protection and Emergency Medical Services
4.14.128

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 would require
fire protection services, and new persons in the area from this induced development
would require fire protection and emergency medical services. This would be a lessthan-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. Alternative B1, and development induced by Alternative B1,
would result in substantial tax revenues for local jurisdictions. These tax revenues would
contribute towards the expansion of fire protection and emergency medical services, which
would offset the increased demand for these services from development induced by
Alternative B1. This would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.

Law Enforcement
4.14.129

New persons resulting from development induced by Alternative B1 would require law
enforcement services. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. Alternative B1, and development induced by Alternative B1,
would result in substantial tax revenues for local jurisdictions. These tax revenues would
contribute towards the expansion of law enforcement services, which would offset the
increased demand for these services from development induced by Alternative B1. This
would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
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Parks and Recreation
4.14.130

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 would increase
demand for parks, but would not adversely affect the use and/or enjoyment of any
particular park. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are similar to those
described under Alternative B and would not be substantial enough to adversely affect the use
and/or enjoyment of any particular park. This would be a less-than-significant impact.

NOISE
4.14.131

Noise resulting from traffic generated by new housing and commercial development
induced by Alternative B1 would not be substantial. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B and would not result in substantial noise. This would be a lessthan-significant impact.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
4.14.132

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 could expose
humans to hazardous materials. This would be a less-than-significant.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B. Compliance with federal and State hazardous materials laws
and regulations would prevent harmful effects from materials. This would reduce impacts to
a less-than-significant level.

AESTHETICS
4.14.133

New housing and commercial development induced by Alternative B1 would occur on
appropriately zoned land and would be consistent with the visual character of the area.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Indirect growth-inducing impacts associated with Alternative B1 are identical to those
described under Alternative B and would be consistent with the visual character of the area.
This would be a less-than-significant impact.
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4.14.84.14.9 IMPACTS OF MITIGATION AND OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
IMPACTS FROM BIOLOGICAL RESOURCE MITIGATION (ALTERNATIVES A, B, C, D, AND B1)
This section analyzes potential impacts resulting from the development of implementation of biological
mitigation measures including a wetland mitigation area along the southwestern portion of the project site
(west of Western Drive) and a Vegetation Management Plan (VMP) that will cover the entire project site.
The biologicalwetland mitigation area has been proposed for impacts identified in Sections 4.5 and the
general parameters of the mitigation are provided in Section 5.0 and Appendix K. Although the exact
location and size would be defined based on final design and construction plans of the selected project
alternative, it is anticipated that the wetland mitigation area would be greater than one-acre in size.
Development of a wetland mitigation area is proposed for Alternatives A through D and B1. The
biological mitigation would likely include day-lighting existing stormwater culverts, grading to create
streams, riparian corridors, and expanded seasonal wetlands, as well as revegetation to establish desired
vegetation communities. Such mitigation would be incorporated into the stormwater management
features in order to provide additional water resources and establish a maintenance and management
regime. Typical Section 404 CWA permits require a 1:1 ratio for the creation of wetlands impacted by
construction. Thus, it is expected that an area of less than 2 acres would be necessary for wetland
construction. The mitigation and resultant indirect impacts for Alternatives A, B, C, D, and B1 are
similar in nature and scope; therefore, the following analysis is provided collectively for Alternatives A,
B, C, D, and B1, thereby avoiding redundant discussion under each alternative.
Implementation of the Vegetation Management Plan (VMP) recommended in Mitigation Measure 4-9
and other vegetation management activities envisioned under Alternatives A – E and B1 would create
areas of shallow and temporary ground disturbance. The vegetation management activities would involve
practices such as invasive vegetation removal, shallow soil tilling, temporary stock piling and other
associated actions necessary to implement the habitat mitigation. While these activities are beneficial to
the long term vegetation management and biological integrity of the project site, temporary disturbances
may increase the potential for erosion and sediment migration into jurisdictional waters or destabilization
of slopes where exotic species eradication (i.e. French broom) would occur. However, the management
practices proposed as part of the project and mitigation, as well as on-going agency consultation, will
ensure that the VMP is implemented in a manner that protects and enhances hydrologic and biotic
resources.
As previously stated, any ground disturbance activity greater than one acre, cumulatively or as part of a
larger scale development, within the project site is subject to NPDES permitting. In compliance with the
NPDES permit a SWPPP (Mitigation Measures 1-1, 2-1, and 11-1) will be prepared covering all phases
of construction, including mitigation implementation. The SWPPP will identify the specific erosion
hazards as the VMP is implemented, and verifiably effective BMPs shall be designed in these areas to
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minimize erosion hazards. Where larger areas of non-native vegetation removal would occur, the soil and
slopes will be assessed for destabilization potential so as not to remove too much vegetation in any single
area at one time. Under the NPDES permit these activities would only be permissible during the dry
season to minimize the potential for surface water discharges. In addition, the re-vegetation of any
disturbed mitigation area will need to be conducted as soon as practicably feasible to assure that total
vegetative establishment is achieved prior to the rainy season. The detailed planning, scheduling and
implementation of these re-vegetation strategies will be fully addressed in the VMP. Adherence to the
NPDES permit conditions and strict compliance with the BMPs outlined in the SWPPP for mitigation
implementation will assure that impacts related to temporary soil disturbances are reduced to less than
significant.
4.14.1074.14.134
Creation of seasonal wetlands within the project site along the south
shoreline has the potential to physically damage or destroy the historic archaeological
site CA-CCO-506H. This is a potentially significant impact.
Significance After Mitigation
The implementation of Mitigation Measures 5-1 and 5-2 presented in Section 5.2.5 would
reduce these impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Impact Discussion
The primary area identified for on-site wetland creation is in close proximity to CA-CCO506H. Grading, excavation, impounding of water, and revegetation associated with the
biological mitigation have the potential to disturb, damage, or destroy buried components of
the historic archaeological site. This would be a potentially significant impact and mitigation
has been proposed in Section 5.2.5 to reduce such impacts to less-than-significant levels.
Construction related to day-lighting existing stormwater culverts, grading to
4.14.1084.14.135
create streams, riparian corridors, and expanded seasonal wetlands, as well as
revegetation have the potential to destroy unknown unique paleontological and
geological resources. This is a potentially significant impact.
Significance After Mitigation
The implementation of Mitigation Measure 5-1 presented in Section 5.2.5 would reduce
these impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Impact Discussion
No unique paleontological or geological resources are known to exist within the project site.
As discussed in Section 3.6.4, geologic formations that underlie the project site have a low
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probability of containing paleontological resources. Therefore, no impacts are expected.
There is, however, a possibility that unknown paleontological resources will be encountered
during construction activities related to the biological mitigation. Continued construction
upon exposed paleontological materials would likely cause destruction of these resources.
This would be a potentially significant impact and mitigation has been proposed in Section
5.2.5 to reduce such impacts to less-than-significant levels.
Construction of the wetland mitigation area, day lighting of existing
4.14.1094.14.136
stormwater culverts, and implementation of the vegetation management plan mitigation
could potentially result in adverse impacts to water quality and biological resources.
This is a potentially significant impact.
Significance After Mitigation
The implementation of Mitigation Measure 5-1 and 5-2 presented in Section 5.2.2 would
reduce these impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Impact Discussion
Construction activities associated with the wetland mitigation area and day-lighting of
existing stormwater culverts would require excavation and grading activities, resulting in an
increase in the potential for erosion and sedimentation of surface water resources.
As previously discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.5, projects disturbing greater than one-acre of
land are required to apply for coverage under the National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permitting program. However, the construction of the wetland mitigation
area would be included in the application for coverage under the State’s general stormwater
NPDES permit for construction activities prepared for the project, alternative features would
be planned for development on fee lands. The wetland mitigation area would also be
included within the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) developed for the
project site. With coverage under the general stormwater NPDES permit for construction
activities located on fee land on the project site, and the inclusion of BMPs outlined in
Section 5.2.2, in conjunction with the implementation of mitigation measures for biological
resources would result in less-than-significant impacts to water quality and biological
resources.
IMPACTS FROM OFF-SITE TRAFFIC MITIGATION AND UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
(ALTERNATIVES A, B, C, AND D, AND B1)

This section analyzes potential impacts resulting from the construction of off-site transportation
infrastructure upgrades that are recommended as mitigation measures in Section 5.0 The, as well
as off-site utility infrastructure improvements. The transportation infrastructure upgrades have
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been proposed for impacts identified in Sections 4.8 and 4.15. The impacts of implementing
traffic mitigation and improvements to utility infrastructure are treated within this document as
indirect impacts due to the distance between the infrastructure upgrade sites and the project site.
The recommended roadway segments and intersection upgrades are listed in Table 4.14-1. The
location of infrastructure upgrades is identified in Figures 4.14-2 and 4.14-3. Proposed off-site
utility infrastructure improvements are depicted in Figure 4.14-4.
TABLE 4.14-1
ROADWAY SEGMENT AND INTERSECTION UPGRADES (REVISED)
Improvements
Alternative
Marine Street and EB I-580 On/Off Ramps
Adding an additional I-580 traffic lane, bringing the total number of
EB lanes to three and adding an additional Marine Street Off-Ramp
lane, bringing the total number of off-ramp lanes to two would
achieve LOS D during the PM peak hour for Alternative A
Cumulative Project Conditions.

A,B,C,
D, and
B1

Richmond Parkway (Castro Street) and Redwood Way/WB I-580
On/Off Ramps
Add an additional exclusive left turn lane at the SB approach of
Richmond Parkway, at the intersection of Richmond Parkway
(Castro Street) and Redwood Way/WB I-580 On/Off Ramps
intersection to provide two left turn lanes to achieve LOS D
operations during the PM peak hour operations under all
alternatives in the cumulative project condition.

A,B,C,
D, and
B1

Richmond Parkway and Gertrude
Add an additional SB and NB through lane on Richmond Parkway to
achieve LOS B operations during the weekday AM peak hour and
LOS C during the PM peak hour at the intersection of Richmond
Parkway and Gertrude Avenue for all alternatives.

A,B,C,
D, and
B1

Richmond Parkway and Blume Drive/WB I-80 On/Off Ramps
The construction of an I-80 westbound on-ramp on the south side of
Richmond Parkway.

A,B,C,
D, and
B1

Notes: NB=northbound, SB=southbound, EB=eastbound, WB=westbound.
Source: Appendix S

The recommended upgrades are proposed for Alternatives A, B, C, D, and B1 due to the similar nature
and scope of anticipated impacts; therefore, the following analysis is provided collectively for
Alternatives A, B, C, D, and B1, thereby avoiding redundant discussion under each alternative.
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Proposed Electrical and Gas Facility Lines
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Geology and Soils
Implementation of traffic mitigation and utility infrastructure
4.14.1104.14.137
improvements proposed for Alternatives A, B, C, D, and B1 may result in the loss of
topsoil and soil erosion and may expose people and structures to the risk of loss, injury
or death from seismic activity or expansive soils. However, this would be a less-thansignificant impact.
The construction of roadway improvements would require grading and the introduction of fill
material to extend the existing shoulders and roadbed to provide for the additional facilities.
The increase of impervious surfaces and additional cut and fill embankments could result in
erosion of soils. Stable fill material, engineered embankments, and erosion control features
would be used to reduce the potential for slope instability, subsidence and erosion.
Moreover, the roadway upgrades are not expected to significantly affect the ability to extract
minerals, as the existing roadways have already compromised any potential for mineral
extraction.
In accordance with the CWA, construction of roadway improvements larger than one-acre in
size would be required to comply with the NPDES General Construction Permit Program. To
comply with the program a SWPPP would be developed that would include soil erosion and
sediment control measures to reduce the amount of exposed soil, prevent runoff from flowing
across disturbed areas, slowing runoff from the sites, and removing sediment from the runoff.
Improvements that would occur off-site and are under one-acre in size will comply with
stormwater pollution prevention standards of all applicable codes from the following:
• All applicable sections of the Contra Costa County and/or City of Richmond Code of
Regulatory Ordinances.
• All applicable sections of the City of Richmond Municipal Code Chapter 12.44
Excavation, Grading and Earthwork Construction.
• Caltrans Stormwater Quality Handbook (April 1997).
• California Stormwater BMP Handbook of Construction (March 1993).
With standard construction practices and specifications required by the NPDES permit
program as well as other applicable requirements, the intersection and roadwayproposed offsite improvements would result in less-than-significant impacts to geology and soils.
Hydrology and Water Quality
4.14.1114.14.138

Implementation of off-site traffic improvement mitigation for Alternatives
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A, B, C, D, and B1 could increase coverage of impervious surfaces at the proposed
improvement sites, which may result in increased surface water runoff and generate
localized flooding or increase contaminates transported to receiving waters. Off-site
utility infrastructure improvements have the potential to affect water resources as
trenching and other ground disturbing activities would be required. However, this
would be a less-than-significant impact.
While off-site utility infrastructure improvements would require trenching, bore and jack
under I-580, and other ground disturbance, no net increase in impervious surfaces would be
included. The development of roadway improvements at the locations identified could affect
water resources due to grading and construction activities and an increase in impervious
surfaces. Potential impacts include an increase of surface runoff and increased erosion that
could adversely affect surface water quality due to increases in sediment and roadway
pollutants such as grease and oil.
As discussed above, a SWPPP would be developed prior to the construction of the roadway
and utility improvements over one-acre in size to comply with the NPDES General
Construction Permit Program, which includes soil erosion and sediment control practices.
Increased runoff volumes resulting from the minor increase in impervious roadways are
expected to be minimal due to the limited extent of the improvements in comparison to the
existing roadways. Some existing curbs, gutters and stormwater drain inlets would be
demolished and relocated along portions of the roadways to provide space for improvements.
Curbs, gutters, inlets, and other drainage features would be reconstructed to provide adequate
facilities to direct stormwater runoff. With incorporation of these drainage features and
compliance with the soil erosion and sediment control practices identified in the SWPPP,
impacts to water resources would be less-than-significant.
Air Quality
Vehicle emissions resulting from the implementation of traffic mitigation
4.14.1124.14.139
proposed for Alternatives A, B, C, D, and B1 would be minimal, and would result in a
less-than-significant impact to air quality.
Development of the roadway improvements would result in the short-term, constructionrelated emissions. The construction phase would produce two types of air contaminants:
exhaust emissions from construction equipment and fugitive dust generated as a result of
demolition and soil movement. Exhaust emissions from construction activities include those
associated with the transport of workers and machinery to the site, as well as those produced
on-site as equipment is used. Mitigation measures available to reduce construction emissions
include watering the exposed soil to reduce dust, reducing speeds on all unpaved roads to 15
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miles per hour, maintaining equipment properly and using cleaner burning fuels. The
locations of the recommended improvements fall within the jurisdiction of the BAAQMD
and would be subject to CEQA review prior to implementation. Construction of the
mitigation measures would be required to comply with Caltrans and BAAQMD requirements
for minimizing impacts to air quality in the course of construction activities.
Potential long-term impacts of roadway improvements could result if the roadway
improvements resulted in localized increases in carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations. The
construction of roadway improvements is not expected to result in changes or redistribution
in traffic volumes and vehicle trips. It is also expected that the improvements would reduce
congestions and improve traffic flow. This would reduce the emissions from idling vehicles
at these intersections. Long-term impacts would therefore be less-than-significant.
Biological Resources
Implementation of off-site traffic mitigation and utility infrastructure
4.14.1134.14.140
improvements proposed for Alternatives A, B, C, D, and B1 could result in impacts to
biological resources; however, these impacts would be less-than-significant.
Construction of the roadway and utility improvements would result in the loss of some
existing vegetation and modification of drainage channels. A biological survey Biological
surveys of the roadway segments and , intersections, and proposed utility corridors subject to
infrastructure upgrades were undertaken in September of 2008, November of 2009, and
November 2010 and did not identify any sensitive native vegetation or vegetation that
provides habitat for special-status species or supports migratory birds. Moreover, the
surveys did not identify any intermittent drainages that would be impacted by the
recommended traffic mitigation or utility upgrades.
Most of the habitat that does exist in the areas of roadway improvements and utility
alignments is highly disturbed and ruderal. Due to the degraded condition of the roadside
areas, habitat quality is generally low and it is unlikely that expansion of the existing
facilities would result in a significant impact to sensitive animal species. The lead agency for
the recommended transportation upgrades under CEQA would be required to mitigate
potential impacts to a less-than-significant level or to issue statement of overriding
considerations if significant impacts could not be mitigated.
Due to the limited nature of the improvements along existing roadways and utility corridors,
the degraded condition of existing habitat, and the requirements of CEQA to address any
potential impacts to biological resources, the impacts of the roadway and utility
improvements would be less-than-significant.
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Cultural Resources
4.14.1144.14.141
Implementation of the traffic mitigation and off-site utility improvements
proposed for Alternatives A, B, C, D, and B1 has the potential to physically damage,
destroy, or negatively impact the integrity of hitherto undiscovered archaeological and
paleontological resources. This is a less-than-significant impact.
A cultural resource survey and records search was conducted for all of the locations subject
to ground disturbance related to construction of the recommended traffic mitigation measures
and utility routing. As a result, no cultural or paleontological resources were identified
within the construction footprints.
There is, however, always a possibility that previously unknown archaeological resources,
paleontological resources, and/or human remains may be encountered during grounddisturbing construction activities. Construction related to the recommended traffic mitigation
and utility improvements may adversely affect previously unknown subsurface prehistoric or
historic archaeological resources, human remains, and/or paleontological resources by
causing damage, destruction, or removal of physical components of unknown resources. Due
to prior grading of the existing roadways, it is likely that any potential resources located in
these areas would be highly disturbed and lack integrity, thus diminishing the significance of
the remaining resources.
CEQA requires that, for projects financed by, or requiring the discretionary approval of
public agencies in California, the effects that a project has on cultural and paleontological
resources must be considered. Similarly, any project that utilizes federal funds or requires a
permit from a federal agency is required to undergo a review of the project’s impacts on
cultural resources. Thus, if the traffic and utility infrastructure upgrades are found to have an
adverse effect, alternatives must be considered and mitigation of the effects must be explored.
Adherence to above referenced regulatory frameworks would insure that potential impacts to
cultural and paleontological resources are considered and mitigated. Accordingly, traffic
mitigation and off-site utility upgrades for the alternatives would result in less-thansignificant impacts to cultural and paleontological resources.
Socioeconomic Conditions and Environmental Justice
4.14.1154.14.142
Implementation of off-site traffic mitigation proposed for Alternatives A, B,
C, D, and B1 would not result in disproportionately adverse impacts to any minority or
low-income communities. A less-than-significant environmental justice impact would
occur.
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Off-site traffic improvements would result in short-term disturbances to traffic flows.
Surrounding businesses and residences would remain accessible throughout construction and
none are expected to experience adverse impacts.
It was determined that all census tracts identified in proximity to the project site contained
minority communities, except Census Tract 3780, which contains the project site (see Section
3.7). A few of the census tracts that contained minority communities were also found to
contain potentially low-income communities. As shown in Figure 4.14-3, any additional
property required to construct the traffic infrastructure upgrades would include existing semiindustrial roadsides lacking any substantial improvements (intersections 1, 2, and 21) and an
existing parking lot (intersection 24). Impacts to these areas would not impact minority or
low-income communities.
Regional impacts from the proposed off-site traffic mitigation, such as air quality impacts,
would be distributed throughout the region and would not disproportionately affect any
minority or low-income communities. It is anticipated that the proposed traffic mitigation
upgrades would improve traffic flow through the identified intersections and roadway
segments and impacts to low-income or minority communities would be less-thansignificant.
Moreover, completion of the proposed utility infrastructure would benefit citizens who reside
along the path of the improvements. Specifically, the Point Richmond neighborhood is
served by an aging wastewater collection system. The proposed wastewater collector trunk,
funded in part by the Tribe, would also be available for the local community’s use and would
include many upgrades that are otherwise be needed. As such, completion of the proposed
utility upgrades would not result in a significant impact to minority or low-income
communities.
4.14.1164.14.143
Implementation of traffic mitigation proposed for Alternatives A, B, C, D,
and B1 would result in a less-than-significant impacts to socioeconomic conditions.
The proportionate fair share costs of roadway improvements and required utility
infrastructure upgrades would be borne by the Tribe consistent with the fair share
contributions identified in Section 5.2.7 and Appendix S. Therefore, there would be a lessthan-significant impact to socioeconomic conditions as a result of the proposed off-site traffic
mitigation and utility improvements.
Land Use
4.14.1174.14.144

Implementation of traffic mitigation proposed for Alternatives A, B, C, D,
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and B1 may require acquisition of additional right-of-way. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
The recommended transportation mitigation could result in impacts to surrounding properties
such as partial property take of adjacent parcels. In most cases, sufficient right-of-way exists
for the proposed improvements and the amount of additional property required would be
minimal, with the possible exception of intersection 24 (Figure 4.14-3), which would likely
encroach upon an existing parking lot. Should land acquisition be required, the owner of the
property acquired is entitled to be compensated for the fair market value of the property, as
required by the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution; article I, section 19 of the
California Constitution; and Sections 1263.010 – 1263.330 of the California Code of Civil
Procedure. According to mitigation described in Section 5.2.7, the Tribe would pay the fairshare costs related to traffic mitigation, including the cost of any required land acquisition.
Therefore, a less-than-significant indirect socioeconomic effect would result.
Utilities and Public Services
4.14.1184.14.145
Implementation of off-site traffic mitigation and utility infrastructure
upgrades proposed for Alternatives A, B, C, D, and B1 would not impact utilities and
public services as the proposed construction activities would be temporary in nature
and impacts to utility lines would be minimal. This would be a less-than-significant
impact.
Construction of the roadway and off-site utility improvements may require the relocation of
utilities located within and near the existing roadways. The existing utilities include
overhead electricity, telecommunication lines, underground water, stormwater, wastewater
and other utility lines. Relocation of these lines could result in a temporary break in service
to some homes and businesses in the area; however, because these impacts are common when
upgrading and maintaining utility services, and because potential service breaks would be
temporary, these impacts are considered to be less-than-significant. No impacts to fire or
emergency medical services are expected as access to adjacent homes and businesses would
be maintained during construction of the improvements.
Noise
Noise resulting from the implementation of off-site utility infrastructure
4.14.1194.14.146
improvements and traffic mitigation proposed for Alternatives A, B, C, D, and B1
would be minimal. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
Construction activities related to off-site utility infrastructure and traffic improvements are
expected to result in minor noise impacts. County and municipal regulation through
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imposition of construction hours and requirements for installation of noise abatement
equipment are expected to control such impacts. Therefore, indirect noise impacts would be
less-than-significant as a result of the implementation of off-site traffic mitigation and utility
improvements.
Hazardous Materials
4.14.1204.14.147
Implementation of off-site traffic mitigation and utility infrastructure
improvements proposed for Alternatives A, B, C, D, and B1 could expose humans to
hazardous materials. However, this would be a less-than-significant impact.
The accidental release of hazardous materials used during grading and construction activities
could pose a hazard to construction employees and the environment. Additionally,
equipment used during grading, trenching, and construction activities could ignite dry grasses
and weeds in construction areas. However, these hazards are common to construction
activities and would be minimized with adherence to standard operating procedures, such as
refueling in designated areas, storing hazardous materials in approved containers, and
clearing dried vegetation. These potential hazards are considered less-than-significant.
Aesthetics
Implementation of off-site traffic mitigation proposed for Alternatives A, B,
4.14.1214.14.148
C, D, and B1 would occur on appropriately zoned land and would be consistent with the
visual character of the area. This would be a less-than-significant impact.
With the modification and expansion of existing roadways, visual impacts would occur.
Road improvements would be made in areas that are already developed with roadway
networks and would not change surrounding land uses. Modified intersections and roadway
segments would conform to modern design standards. Improvements would not result in
significant removal or alteration of vegetation, topographic features, or key visual
characteristics. Additionally, traffic improvements and would occur in areas with existing
roadway networks. The vast majority of improvements associated with the proposed utility
upgrades would be located underground and would not affect the aesthetic character of the
surrounding area. The limited above ground facilities (Appendix G) would be consistent
with the existing character of the surrounding area. Therefore, no significant indirect impacts
to aesthetics are expected to occur as a result of off-site traffic mitigation. or utility
infrastructure improvements.
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